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2Q20 results review
Carriage. PKP Cargo reported ca. 19% y/y carriage turnover contraction in 2Q20,
accordingly to our expectations. Our estimates imply 2.6% y/y increase of the average
distance covered last quarter which was presumably attributable to a diverting
transport mix. With respect to the key transport segments only intermodal stood
positively out with metals and ores (which should be no surprising) performing the
worst y/y.
P&L. The reported 2Q20 results corresponded tightly with the already reported
preliminary data. From the costs mix perspective, PKP Cargo managed to visibly
reduce employee related expenses (by PLN30mn q/q). FTEs were down by 286
employees q/q, while the headcount settled close to ca. 23k at the end of June. The
2Q20 operational margins were inflated by PLN34mn one-off attributable to anticrisis funds. According to our calculations, the unit revenues contracted 1% y/y in
2Q20 (+1.7% y/y in 1Q20). When adjusted for anti-crisis funds, however, the dynamic
settled at -4.6%.
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Capex. Capital outlays (adjusted for IFRS16) settled at ca. PLN187mn (PLN181mn in
1Q20). The figure came significantly above the quarterly EBTIDA. According to the
CEO’s comments, PKP Cargo targets capex below 0.8x of the FY20E EBITDA threshold.
Cash flow statement. OCF totalled PLN115mn (PLN218mn in 1H20) vs. PLN193mn
last year. We point that the ICF decreased significantly q/q to PLN108mn from
PLN243mn in Jan-Mar 2020 period. Looking forward, we expect the cash outflows
driven by recent investment in capital assets may increase due to postponed
payments. Net debt remained stable q/q (PLN2,290mn EOP 1H20, as we calculate),
implying 3.71x net debt / LTM EBITDA ratio in the end of June 2020 vs. 3.32x in the
end of March 2020.

Disclosure statements provided in the last section of this report are an integral part of this document.
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Fig. 3. PKP Cargo: 2Q20 results review
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PKP Cargo held also an investor teleconference mid-day. Following there are the key
excerpts:


CEO is satisfied with the PKP Cargo’s operational performance in the stormy
and highly adverse business environment triggered by Covid-19 pandemic in
2Q20;



Company took active (sometimes even aggressive) sales initiatives (particularly
on the spot market) to protect its market share and support the financial
performance in 2Q20;



According to CEO, PKP Cargo’s key competitors are the companies operating
beyond the organizational frames of (either private or State controlled) large
capital groups;



Focus on fossil fuels market is a strategic challenge for the company that must
be addressed;



Domestic railway carriage prices may remain under pressure due to decreased
demand; the market is competitive;



3Q20E operational margins should be inflated by positive one-offs related to
government anti-crisis shield including additional funds for CargoTabor and
Cargo Connect (to be fully reported in 3Q20E);



CEO does not anticipate spectacular market volume rebound in the nearest
term;



FY20E capex should come not higher than 80% of the FY20E EBITDA;



PKP Cargo has reduced its capex for rolling stock modernization, though,
further decrease might be irresponsible;



CEO does not exclude M&A activity but recent talks regarding assets’ purchase
in Romania were hibernated in the view of adverse market environment;



Headcount could decrease further (both on a q/q and y/y) in coming quarters
in the view of natural attrition.

Comment: Generally speaking, we reckon the presented full 2Q20 financial figures
include neither negative nor positive surprises (nor even unexpected items). Looking
forward, we remain concerned with the lowering y/y momentum of the unit revenues
(already -4.6% y/y in 2Q20 on the adjusted basis) and increased odds for competitive
pressure intensification. Nevertheless, we point that 3Q20E operating margins should
be further supported by ca. PLN90mn anti-crisis funds (approx. PLN70mn already
paid out to PKP Cargo and approx. PLN15-20mn allocated to CargoTabor / Cargo
Connect). Combined the aforementioned with potentially further decreasing
headcount and anticipated (though indolent) market rebound, 2H20E might turn
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visibly better in terms of the both operational and financial performance for the
company. We stick to our current FY20E EBITDA assumption close to PLN600mn
(adjusted for approx. additional PLN20mn subsidies to be recognised). Unfortunately,
we believe the MB’s target of FY20E capital outlays below 80% of the FY20E EBITDA
might turn too ambitious to meet, especially taking into account already delivered
PLN418mn (or PLN370mn when adjusted for IFRS16) capex in 1H20. In the effect, we
expect the net debt to remain roughly stable (ca. PLN2.3bn in the end of June 2020)
by the end of the year, diverting the focus to the liquidity management. The short- /
mid-run FCF profile looks also not appealing in our view. Based on our current
calculations, YE20E net debt / LTM EBITDA ratio may settle close to 3.65x (not adjusted
for IFRS16).
Summing up, at this point, we reiterate our comments presented at the occasion of
release of 1Q20 financial statements and point that in our opinion PKP Cargo’s assets
has still a significant intrinsic value but it could be devaluated with a prolonging
excessive fixed costs burden. For the time being, we continue to assess the risk /
reward for the company as unappealing, though, perceive some actions / comments
regarding adjustment / optimisation of the assets base (including headcount) to the
changed business environment as inevitable steps with potential positive pay-off in
the future. Above all, freezing winter, steel production volume rebound or higher
inclination of labour unions to participate in company’s transformation may surprise
positively.
Fig. 4. PKP Cargo: transport turnover on a quarterly basis
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Fig. 5. PKP Cargo: financial summary
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shareholders and the cost of money over time. Main disadvantage of the valuation method is that a large number of parameters and assumptions need to be estimated;
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Liquidation value method – liquidation value is the estimated amount of money that an asset or company could be quickly sold for, such as if it were to go out of business.
Then, the estimated assets value is adjusted for liabilities and liquidation expenses. One advantage of this valuation method is its simplicity. This method does not account
for intangible assets as goodwill, which is the main disadvantage.
Global statistics presenting the rating of the covered companies and the share of companies provided with investment banking in the past 12M are available at:
https://bm.santander.pl/global-statistics.html.
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Santander Bank Polska does not rule out that in the period of preparing this document any Affiliate of Santander Bank Polska might purchase shares of the Issuer or any
financial instruments being the subject of this document which may cause reaching at least 0,5% of the share capital.
Subject to the above, the Issuer is not bound by any contractual relationship with Santander Bank Polska, which might influence the objectivity of the recommendations
contained in this document.
However, it cannot be ruled out that, in the period of the next twelve months or the period in which this document is in force, Santander Bank Polska will submit an offer
to provide services for the Issuer or will purchase or dispose of financial instruments issued by the Issuer or whose value depends on the value of financial instruments
issued by the Issuer. Except for broker agreements with clients under which Santander Brokerage Poland sells and buys the shares of the Issuer at the order of its clients,
Santander Brokerage Poland is not party to any agreement which would depend on the valuation of the financial instruments discussed in this document.
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With the exception of remuneration from the Santander Brokerage Poland Analysts do not receive any other form of compensation for recommendations made. Remuneration
received by the persons who prepare this document may be dependent, in an indirect way, from financial results gained from investment banking transactions, related to
financial instruments issued by the Issuer, made by Santander Brokerage Poland or its Affiliates.
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